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Hitachi Air Conditioning
Engineered for tomorrow.

Engineering excellence,
naturally

Our innovative heating and cooling products for home, commercial and
industrial applications are skilfully engineered for seasonal efficiency.
Equipped with a range of flexible and energy-saving features – such as
our highly reliable screw and scroll compressors, lightweight and modular
outdoor units, unique System Free indoor units with ECO motion sensors
and anti-bacterial filters – Hitachi has a market-leading heating or cooling
solution for every situation. And there's a generous 5-year warranty, naturally.
Building our reputation of quality engineering for over 100 years.
Designed for today, engineered for tomorrow.

Japanese engineering excellence,
naturally.
To find out more call Hitachi on +353 1216 4406
Email aircon.ireland@hitachi-eu.com or visit www.hitachiaircon.com
*5-year warranty on Set Free and Utopia product ranges.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol53/iss1/1
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Opinion
Regularity compliance –
obstacle or opportunity?
ime and again down through the years
the building services sector, and
construction in general, has reacted with
caution, if not hostility, towards suggested
changes in standards and regularity controls.
This attitude became even more entrenched
with greater control shifting to the EU.
Thankfully, that head-in-the-sand attitude is
changing, with professionals in the sector now
fully accepting the need for sensible regulatory
controls. Indeed, most understand that such
changes offer opportunities.
This issue of Building Services News features
two such developments. One is the F Gas
Regulation revision agreed just before
Christmas. While negotiations were tense, a
compromise was eventually reached, thereby
providing a degree of regulatory certainty in
the refrigeration, air conditioning and heat
pump markets that is essential going forward.
The other is the ErP Directive in relation to
pumps. This was enacted last January and
today, manufacturers and installers are reaping
the benefits of newly-generated business.
The message is clear – embrace change
and turn it to your advantage.
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Ireland’s energy use decreases
While the economy showed modest growth in 2012, Ireland’s energy use fell 4.6% according to the
annual Energy in Ireland (2013) Report published by SEAI. Almost one fifth of Irish electricity now comes
from renewable sources, cutting around €300 million from Ireland’s fossil fuel imports last year.
Introducing the report, SEAI Chief Executive Brian Motherway (pictured) said: “The energy productivity
of Ireland’s economy has been improving steadily over recent years, with progress in all sectors. We are
moving in the right direction, but there is no room for complacency.
“We still import 85% of our energy and this bill grew to €6.5 billion in 2012. This underlines the need
to move from imported fossil fuels to indigenous renewables, and to achieve further
efficiency gains.
“The typical Irish home now emits 40% less CO2 than was the case 20 years
ago. But we need to achieve even greater savings with further investment in
energy upgrades, not only in our homes but in all buildings. Investing in energy
efficiency, particularly in our buildings sector, can play an important role in our
economic recovery by supporting jobs and strengthening business competitiveness.”
Dr Motherway concluded.
Copies of the report are available on www.seai.ie

OFTEC advice for first
time buyers
With the housing market showing signs of revival and with first
time buyers back in the market, OFTEC has issued a guide offering
practical home heating advice on what to look for when moving
into a new home.
OFTEC Ireland Manager, David Blevings said: “Purchasing a first
home is a memorable experience. However, there are a number of
things you may miss that could impact
greatly upon your budget, ongoing
household expenditure and running costs.
With half a million homes in Ireland
heated by oil, it is prudent to ensure the
heating system is running efficiently
and safely for peace of mind”.
Among the areas it highlights and the questions is suggests need
asking are:
• Have there been any problems with the boiler and when was it
last serviced?
• Check the Building Energy Rating. It advises on how to
read/interpret a BER;
• Is the hot water system adequate?
• How is the water heated?
• Check for things like stained or smoke-damaged areas around
the boiler and flue.
Contact: www.oftec.org
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol53/iss1/1

MCE – Mostra
Convegno, Milan
Mostra Convegno Expocomfort
(MCE) – the world’s leading
exhibition dedicated to residential
and industrial installations, airconditioning and renewable energy –
will take place from 18 to 21 March
2014 at Fiera Milano, Italy.
Once again exhibitors will present
a comprehensive overview of best-inclass products spanning heating,
cooling, water and energy.
The strength of MCE lies in the
truly international flavour of the
event with more than 1,600
companies representing 51 countries
already confirmed to participate.
Contact: www.mcexpocomfort.it

‘Award of Council’ for Sheehan
Brendan Sheehan, FEI, has been presented with the
prestigious Award of Council by the Energy
Institute in recognition of his very active role
in championing the activities and objectives
of the Institute over the last 25 years.
Brendan has held various roles with the
Republic of Ireland Branch of the Institute
including Branch Chairman, Honorary Secretary
and Honorary Treasurer. Under his stewardship
and because of his massive contribution in these and other
roles down through the years, the Branch has gone from strength
to strength.
To mark the Award of Council presentation Brendan received
an engraved Royal Scot crystal vase at a recent dinner.

Revit Technology Conference
for Dublin
The Revit Technology Conference (RTC) is the pre-eminent
educational and networking event dedicated to users of Revit and related
BIM software in architecture,
engineering and construction.
A unique independent user-based
conference, it covers all things Revit,
BIM and the ecosystem that supports success in business. Get unbiased
advice from experts using the technologies to drive business.
Details will be available shortly on http://www.rtcevents.com
4
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Potterton Profile
System

Potterton Profile
Heat Only

Outputs - 18kW, 24kW & 30kW

Outputs - 18kW, 24kW & 30kW

■

Modern aesthetic design

■

Compact

■

5-year parts and labour warranty

■

Lightweight

■

Wall mounted frame for easy
installation and optional stand-off
frame for upward piping

■

Simple to use

■

Wall mounted frame for easy
installation

■

Flexible flue arrangements

■

5-year parts and labour warranty

■

Optional time and temperature
controls

■

Optional LPG kit

■

Flexible flue arrangements

■

Optional time and temperature
controls including a built-in digital
timer

■

Optional LPG kit

■

Front facing system pressure guage

BAXI

POTTERTON

MYSON

Tel: 01 459 0870 Fax: 01 459 0880 Email: sales@potterton-myson.ie

www.potterton-myson.ie
www.myson.co.uk
BAXI POTTERTON
MYSON
Tel: 01 459 0870 Fax: 01 459 0880 Email: sales@potterton-myson.ie

BAXI

POTTERTON
MYSON
www.myson.co.uk

www.potterton-myson.ie
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin,
2014
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National Energy Services Framework
Minister for Communications, Energy
and Natural Resources, Pat Rabbitte TD,
(pictured) recently published Ireland’s
National Energy Services Framework (NESF)
document which will
support the rollout of
energy performance
contracting (EPC) to
public and commercial
facilities across the
country.

The key aim of the Framework is to develop
robust projects that are investment-ready,
stimulating the development of a market for
energy services companies (ESCOs) and
supporting sustainable employment in
construction and professional services.
The Framework delivers standard reference
material including technical evaluation,
procurement advice and model contracts to
bring energy suppliers, energy services
companies (ESCOs) and clients together. The
Framework also aims to provide best-practice
guidance to public and private sector client
organisations when procuring energy
services and engaging ESCOs.

Pumps high on energy agenda
Steve Schofield, Director, the British Pump Manufacturers Association (BPMA) is
currently responsible for all of BPMA’s activities. He manages a small team that provides
information to members on technical, training, standards, legislative, marketing and
energy-related activities.
Since joining the BPMA he has also been actively involved in many of the European
Commission energy programmes such as “Pump SAVE”, “Motor Challenge”, “ProMot”
and “DEXA”.
In 2000-2002 he was involved in the working group that produced the international guide
on Pump Life Cycle Costing. In 2003 he worked with Future Energy Solutions to produce the
Best Practice Guide on Variable Speed Pumps and then subsequently took on the task of
secretary for producing the international guide for Variable Speed Pumping. In 2005 he again
took on the task of secretary to produce the international guide for System Efficiency in
Rotodynamic Pumping Systems.
Steve Schofield
In Europe his main responsibility is
working with the European Commission to
ensure that a systems approach on pumping
systems will eventually become a reality
across Europe. He is currently the convenor
for ISO TC 115 WG 7 working on ISO 14414
pump system assessment standard, while
he also has close links with the Department
of Energy in the USA and recently carried
out a review of pump systems for the
United Nations Industrial Development
Organisation.
See also page 14.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol53/iss1/1

Lighting + Building
Around 2,300 exhibitors will
present energy efficient lighting and
smart building solutions at the
forthcoming Light+Building which
will take place at the Frankfurt Fair
& Exhibition Centre from 30 March
to 4 April next.
Light+Building is the world’s
biggest trade fair for lighting and
building services technology and
presents solutions that cut the
energy consumption of a building at
the same time as increasing the level
of comfort. Everything is represented
at the fair, from LED technology, via
photovoltaic and electro-mobility, to
intelligent electricity usages with
smart metering and smart grids.

Thanks to the combination of
lighting and networked buildingservices technology, exhibitors will
present an integrated spectrum of
products and services that make a
decisive contribution to exploiting
the energy-saving potential of
buildings to the full.
As the world’s only trade fair to
combine the fields of architecture
and technology, every two years
Light+Building presents the key
sectors for integrated building
planning at the same time and place.
Principal market segments covered
are lighting, electrical engineering,
home and building automation
and software.
For details log on to: www.lightbuilding.messefrankfurt.com
6
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Is your business missing out on energy savings?
Improve your competitiveness with smart energy solutions.
Find them and lots more at the Energy Show, RDS Dublin, March 12th and 13th 2014:
-

Over 150 Exhibitors
Expert seminars
Live product demonstrations
Excellent business networking opportunities
Retrofit skills area

Register now at www.seai.ie/energyshow

The Sustainable Energy Authority of Ireland (SEAI) is partly financed by Ireland’s EU
Structural Funds Programme co-funded by the Irish Government and the European Union.
Published
by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2014

1010748 Energy Show A4 V4.indd 1
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Eco Air Systems Radisson Galway upgrade
Eco Air Systems of Galway is currently in the middle of a
major R22 system upgrade at Galway’s landmark Radisson Hotel.
The project will be delivered over two phases, the first of which
is already underway.
A total of 29 systems are involved throughout the 257bedroom hotel and Eco Air Systems’ Terry Sullivan told Building
Services News as we went to press that the company is working
very closely with Hitachi as it is using its FSN Set Free range
throughout.
A full project profile on the upgrade will feature in a future
issue of Building Services News.

IRI Awards Dinner
The Institute of Refrigeration Ireland (IRI) biennial Awards Dinner will be
held in the Crowne Plaza Hotel, Dublin 9 on Friday, 11 April next.
The event normally attracts 150 plus members
and their guests from a cross-section of all with
an interest in the sector. These include leading
Irish refrigeration and air conditioning
contracting companies, industry consultants,
the Presidents of the main European and UK
professional institutions, and senior personnel
from the Government and various industry
training bodies.
In addition, IRI will mark the occasion by recognising the exceptional
achievements of some of its members, despite these difficult economic times.
On the night there will be awards for the following:
IRI Environmental Award; IRI Energy Award; IRI Innovation Award; IRI Contribution
to Industry Award; IRI Young Engineer Award; IRI Fellowship Presentation; IRI
Training Award.
Details of sponsorship opportunities are available directly from the Institute.
Contact: www.instituteofrefrigerationireland.ie

CIBSE supports Tallaght Hospital
The Emergency Department at the National Children’s Hospital in Tallaght
Hospital, Dublin, was the nominated recipient of the customary charity donation
made by CIBSE Ireland from funds raised during the annual lunch in December.
Sean Dowd, CIBSE Ireland Chairman, handed over a cheque for €2500 during
a visit to the hospital recently.
The money will go into a larger fund intended to support research and
development into new and better treatments, the purchase of vital equipment,
and to providing small comforts for sick children and their families during their
stay in the hospital.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol53/iss1/1

Mandal welcomes
initiative
Robin Mandal, the newly-elected
President of the RIAI, has welcomed
Minister Richard Bruton’s commitment to
improve Ireland’s world rankings as a place
in which to do business following the
publication of the World Bank Doing
Business 2014 Report which highlighted
Ireland’s low ranking (115th out of 189
countries) in respect of construction
permits, contract enforcement and
property registration.
“Progress is being made by the public
and private stakeholders on several aspects
of building control, which will leave us
ready to meet some challenges by the
March deadline for implementation,
but not for others”, said Mr Mandal.
“It is therefore good to see Minister
Bruton proposing an initiative that will
begin by identifying weaknesses, so as to
develop a concerted
approach across
Government
Departments.”

Robin Mandal
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Non-invasive Energy
Monitoring Solutions

Energy Savings

Industrial Trending
Healthcare Analysis
Energy Supervisor Ltd offers a variety of tailored, non-invasive, monitoring solutions that

deliver significant energy and cost savings relating to electrical, gas, oil, thermal and water
use. While the technology is innovative and sophisticated, operation is simple and delivers
invaluable, evidence-based, data. Savings accrued go straight to the bottom line.
Benefits

U Reduced operating costs

U Increased profitability

Retail

Agricultural
U Targeted energy cost reduction

U Accurate energy expenditure forecasting

U Energy consumption comparison of multiple sites

Residential

U Reduced carbon footprint

For further information contact:
Energy Supervisor Ltd,
Lisnadarra, Shercock PO, Co Monaghan, Ireland

T: 042-9500150 email: info@energysupervisor.ie

www.energysupervisor.ie
Monaghan Integrated
Development

The European Agricultural
Fund
for Rural Development
Europe Investing In Rural
Areas

We would like to acknowledge the assistance of Cavan-Monaghan LEADER, Breffni Integrated Limited, Monaghan Integrated Development

Published
byMinister
ARROW@TU
Dublin, 2014
Limited, the
and Department
of the Environment, Community, & Local Government, the EU and EAFRD in part-funding this project. 9
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Baxi Potterton
Myson moves to
new premises
Baxi Potterton Myson has moved
to extensive new premises located at
Unit F6, Calmount Park, Calmount
Road, Ballymount, Dublin 12.
“This new headquarters
complex incorporates offices and
warehouseing”, says Paul Clancy,
Managing Director Baxi Potterton
Myson, “along with a purposedesigned Learning Centre. This centre
comprises two classrooms, showrooms,
and a ‘hands on’ technical training
area with fully-operational products
from across the entire range.
“The move is part of a broader
strategic plan on the part of the
company to improve still further the
quality of service provided, and to
assure existing and new customers of
our commitment going forward”.
Building Services News will carry
a comprehensive feature on the new
headquarters complex in our next issue.
Contact: Baxi Potterton Myson.
Tel: 01 – 459 0870;
email: sales@potterton-myson.ie;
www.potterton-myson.ie

David Oldroyd, RIP
David Oldroyd, Vice-President
of Hitachi Europe Ltd – who we
featured in a previous issue when he
came to Ireland to formally sign for
Hitachi Ireland’s new premises –
passed away recently after a brave
battle against cancer.
David was hugely respected and
liked, not just within Hitachi, but
throughout the industry at large.
He will be very sadly missed by his
many friends and colleagues within
the sector.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol53/iss1/1

Low cost energy monitoring solutions
Energy Supervisor Ltd is a services
company providing affordable short and
long-term energy monitoring solutions.
It provides non-invasive mobile and fixed
solutions for the measurement of all
energy resources such as electricity, heat,
gas, oil, water etc.
Reducing the energy consumption of a
business can result in many benefits such as:
• Reduced operating costs/increased
profitability;
• Targeted energy cost reduction;
• Energy expenditure forecasting;
• Energy consumption comparison across
multiple sites;
• Reduced carbon footprint.
Energy Supervisor delivers the tools and
expertise required to achieve these cost
reductions at an affordable price. Its secure
web-based software platform is simple and
intuitive to use, and provides historical,
evidence-based, energy consumption data
and consumption cost analysis.
When advising their clients, consultants
and contractors – working in partnership
with Energy Supervisor – can accurately:

• Measure when, where and how much
energy and resources are being used;
• Provide a cost to this consumption;
• Map the consumption of those resources
with people and equipment that use them;
• Identify what engineering solutions can
be implemented to save on energy
consumption;
• Provide
training to staff
to actively
conserve
energy during
their time in
the workplace.
The solutions
devised are
project-specific
Portable flow heat
and can be applied meter from Energy
across all industry Supervisor
sectors such as industrial, healthcare, utilities,
entertainment and leisure, hospitality,
pharmaceutical, retail, etc.
Contact: Enda Ruxton, Energy Supervisor.
Tel: 042 – 950 0150; Mobile: 087 – 224
1980; email: info@energysypervisor.ie

€85m invested in energy retrofits in 2013
Last year saw the Better Energy Programme surpass the landmark of 250,000
homes upgraded and the number of homes with a Building Energy Rating (BER)
reach 420,000, meaning one in four homes in Ireland now has a BER.
Commenting on the €85 million invested in energy retrofit projects in 2013,
Dr Brian Motherway, SEAI Chief Executive said he believes that energy efficiency
has become a widely understood issue that many people have embraced.
Continuing he said: “The sustainable energy sector is vibrant and fast
moving. Last year we helped Irish businesses find €43 million in energy cost
savings. We also saw over 26,000 homes upgraded, which means that as of
now one in seven of all Irish homes have been upgraded to reduce their
energy bills.
“We’re also seeing this replicated across the public sector. SEAI’s work with
public bodies has already saved the exchequer €40 million through energy
efficiency.”
10
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CIBSE ANNUAL LUNCH

The Irish in America
… or was it an
American in Ireland?
Conleth O’Flynn, Vice-President, AHA Consulting Engineers, Atlanta,
Georgia (and DIT qualified) was the guest speaker at the recent
CIBSE annual lunch which was attended by just over 200 people.
As is now customary, the main speaker at the lunch is selected
from the growing band of DIT-qualified engineers who have
dispersed far and wide to take on very senior roles in leading
engineering companies abroad. Conleth was the most recent to
accept the challenge and, subsequent to his presentation, he
prepared this resume for Building Services News.
When Sean Dowd invited me to speak at
the annual CIBSE lunch I responded “yes” without
hesitation. Was it allegiance to a longtime friend?
Was it the attraction of a stage? Was it the chance to
go back to Dublin for a weekend? Or was it to find
out what I have been missing in the “Building
Services Engineering Arena”? (we don’t have
“Building Services” in the States).

As time has passed since my graduation from
DIT Bolton Street (1989), I have now lived in the US
longer than in Ireland. Over time I have traded tea
for coffee, “brilliant” for “awesome” and petrol for
gas. What can I say? When in Rome …
I had many great conversations and questions
when I attended the CIBSE event, mostly about
whether I would ever move back? (probably not),
am I a US citizen? (no, not yet), are your kids very
American just like the movies? (yes), etc. So, wait a
tic … maybe I am an American. I walk it, I’m told
I talk it and “I guess’” (another American slang)
I am experiencing the American Dream!
So how has that American Dream become a
reality? And exactly what is the American Dream?
How did it all start? The American Dream can be
valued in many different ways and doesn’t have
to be gauged by financial gain, wealth or worth.
It is about fulfilling goals and meeting milestones
in business, family and individually. My own
American Dream started with a good education
… at DIT Bolton St!
My first job interview was with a small
architecture and engineering firm. Their HVAC
engineer (note the specificity of HVAC) was
relocating to the West Coast and they needed to hire
a replacement. I submitted my resume (CV) and was
excited (thrilled) to get a call from Bill Rowe to come
in and interview. Little did I know that the interview
would last over three hours and within a week, I was
gainfully employed with my first professional job!
But why me? Why did a rookie (beginner) get a
job replacing an engineer with multiple years’
experience who was ready to sit for his PE exam?
It’s simple – a building services education! That kind
of qualification is rare, if even in existence, in the US,
which honestly befuddles (confuses) me since the US

Left: Conleth O’Flynn. Above: AHA Headquarters, Atlanta, Georgia

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2014
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My responsibilities have grown from turning a ductulator
to managing clients, employees and situations. They
didn’t teach me that at DIT but you evolve into it.

”

David Doherty, CIBSE Ireland Vice Chairman with Conleth O'Flynn, guest speaker; Sean
Dowd, Chairman CIBSE Ireland and Damien Flynn, Treasurer, CIBSE Ireland.

has such an abundance of HVAC, plumbing, fire
protection and electrical disciplines all within
the same firm. But hey, who was I to complain –
I got the job! I was legit! I could afford a pint!
(but there was not a “good” pint available).
My first four years showed me (and Bill
Rowe) the abundance of knowledge, confidence
and insight that the DIT education actually
afforded me. DIT had prepared me and taught
me what most mechanical engineer graduates
have to wait to learn in on-the-job experience.
As long as I remained calm, things would go
well. My education gave me the critical skills
to know how to be resourceful in problem
solving. The opportunity to be advanced
beyond comparable US grads, coupled with
my competitive nature (which I obviously got
from the Dublin Gaelic Football scene), gave
me the impetus to keep ahead and stay
focused on the future. Therefore, I took
additional classes to learn more about US
HVAC, electrical and plumbing systems.
So from my perspective, I was ahead on my
level of understanding building systems as
compared to a recent US grad of, say,

Ted Bourke with Seamus Homan, Sean Mulcahy, Paddy Clonan and Michael McDonagh.

Eamon McGrattan, McGrattan & Kenny with Aidan Bird, CJK and Denis O'Keefe, Eurogas.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol53/iss1/1

Two Alliance Centre Atlanta, one of
Conleth’s projects.
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mechanical engineering. Although the ultimate
key to the success of my American Dream was
that I was “multi-lingual”! Don’t worry, this
bloke from Ballymun who was dragged up
(not brought up) wasn’t reciting codes and
specifications in English, Spanish and French!
But I understood the basics of all building
services and could speak it! Now that is a rare
thing for a young whipper-snapper in the US to
be so well rounded in multiple trades – thanks
DIT! You see, in the US you are either
mechanical, electrical or plumbing (M, E or P) –
you’re not all three! Peers were challenged by
this, managers loved it, and employers realised
the value. But ya gotta keep humble, don’t go
beyond yourself – keep pushing yourself.
So I quickly grew with to “the one” who was
trusted to be sent to meetings, who could take
notes of all trades, and was able to guide the
project through completion, with a view of all
trades being well coordinated.
Next stop management
After four years at Bill Rowe, I joined Abbood
Holloran Associates (later to become AHA
Consulting Engineers Inc.). Within a few years,
I was promoted to Associate (by far the
youngest) – again all goes back to the DIT
education foundation. I was assigned a team to
manage. At its peak, there were 18 players on
the team including all MEP trades. The toughest
thing to learn was how to manage professionals
older than me … and I’m not talking about a
few months, I’m talking about many years. In
fact Jim, who is 20 years my senior, became one
of my best friends and life mentors, despite the
fact that he worked for me.

Brian Harrison, Grundfos with Gerd Bendorf, Galileo Engineering; Niall Coughlan, Homan
O'Brien; and Robbie Linnane, Grundfos.

During my 25 years in my professional
engineering career in the US, I grew from rookie
designer to managing a satellite office of 42
people. My daily routine is unpredictable. I can’t
tell you how many times I just get started with
my pre-planned agenda after the first eight
hours in the office. Being responsible for the
livelyhood of 42 employees and their families is
daunting at times, but when your employees
have bought into your work ethic and basic
goals (not to mention passion and well crafted
culture) all goes pretty well. It’s not all roses
but it smells sweet more often than not.
My responsibilities have grown from turning
a ductulator to managing clients, employees
and situations. They didn’t teach me that at
DIT but you evolve into it. We travel all over
the US as the potential client base is many
times the size of Ireland. I flew over 100,000
miles last year and drove 2,000 miles in the
last week!
I feel like I am always on the go (and I am).
Sometimes I feel like I am a hamster on a wheel

Andrew Mulhall, RPS with Conor Quigley, C&F Quadrant and Síle
O'Connor, Semple & McKillop.

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2014

(we all do at times). But here’s the thing… I am
thrilled/blessed/lucky that, no matter what the
project is, no matter who the client is, no matter
where the meeting is, after 25 years my DIT
building services education still keeps me ahead
of most people in the room.
So back to the initial question … “Why did
I say yes?” I wanted to see how my Irish peers
were doing. I wanted to interact. I have always
felt a draw to re-engage but never had the time
(or maybe never made the time). Without any
intention to be arrogant, I wanted to show the
Irish DIT/building services industry that at least
one of us is living “The Dream”.
At the CIBSE event I was touched by the
kindness of old friends, warmth of welcome,
smiling faces and genuine people. I understand
that the economy and consequently the
workload has not been the greatest in Ireland,
but everyone was interacting and celebrating
like times were good. Sure there were some
heavy conversations but overall the camaraderie
was no less than inspiring! ■

Robert O'Connor with Des O'Brien and Chris Halligan, all from
Lindab.
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A
postcard
from
abroad

Having worked for four
years with Denis Hennessey
Refrigeration & Air
Conditioning in my native
Wexford, I made up my
mind to leave the
company and make
the bold move from
an
Vinnie Sullivnical Services,
cha
Wexford to Perth, leaving
Morgan Me a
li
a
tr
s
u
A
,
Perth
my family and friends
behind. It was a massive decision.

From the Sunny South East to the most isolated city in the world –
living the dream or just making the most of the opportunity?
I did my Phase 2 in Bishopstown
in Cork and then both Phase 4 and
Phase 6 in DIT Bolton St, obtaining
a merit in refrigeration and air
conditioning in 2012. During this time
I was lucky enough to compete in the
National Skills competition and go on
to represent Ireland in the Worldskills
Competition in London in 2011,
obtaining a medallion of excellence.
Leaving a full time job one month
after I was qualified, and

a week before my 23rd birthday, I was
nervous, but I knew I had to experience
Australia for myself. I couldn’t bear to
have that “what If” hanging over me
so I took the risk. Thankfully, it is one
I definitely do not regret.
When I came over initially it was
difficult – there are all types of
challenges like socialising, obtaining
licences and “safe cards” to work.

I found Jason Green of Skill Shortage
Solutions a great help in obtaining
licences for work and visas, as well as
providing information. Also, there are
a few great websites like Irish around
Perth, Irish around Oz and Irish
Families around Perth. These have
been a great help to many Irish people
and make it much easier for the
transition.

While the beaches in my native Wexford are wonderful, they are not
quite the same as here in Australia, nor indeed is the marine life!

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol53/iss1/1
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After just two weeks and having
applied for around six jobs, I fortunately
got two offers. I am still in the one
I accepted on a 457 visa with Morgan
Mechanical Services, doing about 95%
installations of Daikin air cons, cold
rooms and evaporative bionaire
systems. Most of our work has been for
government jobs installing ac in schools
across WA. The standard of the jobs
has to be very high quality. I have been
put in charge of the refrigeration and
air con on many jobs, earning the role
of “Refrigeration Project Supervisor”.
Our company has 10 skilled Irish
workers, something that is not unusual
for companies throughout Western
Australia. I have noticed one major
common factor across all trades since
working here – we are very much
sought after as skilled workers in our
chosen professions, and a lot of Irish
quickly rise to the top positions. This
is a testament to FÁS, and indeed Irish
people and their work ethic.
Working in the heat is a big factor.
Sun cream and water are essential, but
personally I would rather 30º than 0º
any day. I’m currently working on a
project with 16 VRVs doing 55-70
hours a week with the option of more
if I want. Job opportunity and career
progression are massive factors for me
here. I feel if you work hard you will

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2014
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Whether it is snorkling
over the beautiful coral
reefs, the exotic widelife
or simply relaxing by the
pool, everything points to
how different the day-today lifestyle is to living
in Ireland.

get rewards and the sky is the limit.
The work is definitely easier here.
You don’t work as hard or as fast as
you would in Ireland and on numerous
occasions myself and a few others have
been told to slow our work down and
not to work ourselves out of a job.
That said, when push comes to shove
we always get the job done on, or
before, the deadline.
When I’m not in work the option
to go to the beach, go for a walk or
just sit outside and socialise with
friends is at my fingertips. The weather
here is such a major plus factor because
of the sun. Not really knowing how
long I will stay, I like to get outside and
enjoy it as much as possible. I play
football (soccer) with a local team
which gives me a break from thinking
about work 24/7 … it is definitely a lot
easier to live a healthy lifestyle in Perth.
That said I, and about 90% of the
Irish people like myself I come across,
still feel we will eventually return to
Ireland to settle – is i mbaile a bhfuil
an croi. ■
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PRODUCT REVIEW: PUMPS

High efficiency pumps
alert – call for market
surveillance
Back in January 2013 we were all waiting for the EU’s Energy
Related Products (ErP) Directive to kick in and change forever
the way circulating pumps were specified and installed. But
would it have the desired effect? Would it make a huge dent
in emissions across Europe and help the Irish and other
Governments to reach their,
in the main, optimistic
targets for energy
efficiency and emissions
reductions? More to the point,
would everyone comply with these
new regulations? Brian Huxley,
Executive Director, BPMA reviews
the situation 12 months on.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol53/iss1/1

Readers may recall that the EU
Commission estimates that small circulators
in inefficient heating system are responsible
for about a 20% share of household energy
bills. Removing them and replacing them
with intelligent circulators could save several
billion euros – said to be equivalent to the
total annual electricity consumption of Ireland
– across the 27 European member states by
the year 2020.
Representatives of the British Pump
Manufacturers Association (BPMA) recently
met with the National Measurement Office
(NMO) – the body responsible for enforcing
the Energy Related Products Directive within
the UK – to discuss how they could help
monitor the products that do not comply
with the ErP regulations. With no Irish pump
representative body it is difficult to do likewise
in Ireland. However, the impact of the BMPA
activity in this respect can have positive
outcomes for the irish marketplace.
The new ErP Directive states that old
uncontrolled pumps were to cease being
manufactured from the end of December
2012, and thereafter that only new highefficiency products should be distributed
by all pump manufacturers.
However, the BPMA and its members have
seen a number of non high efficiency pumps
on the market and they are becoming
increasingly concerned about the influx of nonErp products imported from countries such as
China. They are concerned that these pumps,
although cosmetically looking like the new
high efficiency models, in some cases do not
meet the requirements of the ErP regulations.
BPMA members have also noted that the
labelling on these units is not in
compliance with the ErP regulations,
and they are concerned that some of
the non-ErP products being imported
at present seem to have been
manufactured after the required
date of January 2013. This is not in compliance
with the ErP regulations.
If a consultant, distributor, wholesaler
or contractor is unsure of the date of
manufacture, the serial number normally
contains the first four digits noting the month
and year of manufacture. Therefore, with
regard to the old uncontrolled products,
this should not be after December 2012.
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„I plan with Wilo
because they know
everything about
the future.“
Built-in security for the future.
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Yonos Pico

Stratos

Stratos Giga

061 227566 | Unit B1 Corcanree Business Park Dock Road Limerick - Finance & Logistics
01 4260000 | Unit E7 Riverview Business Park Nangor Road Dublin 12 - Technical Sales & Service Department
www.wilo.ie | sales@wilo.ie
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In its discussions with NMO the BPMA
presented a number of products which they
deemed to be non-compliant. The NMO
confirmed that they were aware of concerns in
regard to circulators and informed the BPMA
that they will initially be testing 20 circulators
across three member states (including the UK)
and also 10 water pumps across two member
states (again including the UK) to ensure that
all regulations are being complied with.
Accordingly, BPMA will continue to work
with the NMO to monitor the situation.
The BPMA is fully supportive of this
enforcement and will, together with the pump
manufacturers, work to ensure that all pumps
comply with the new regulations. However,
it is important that everyone involved in the
pump sector is vigilant in respect of noncompliant circulators, and that they report the
matter to the relevant Government authority
where they do come across them.

•

•

Market surveillance critical
Indeed, market surveillance is a key element
of a fair and efficient EU internal market.
Properly-implemented market surveillance
should ensure that:
• Products placed on the community market
comply with EU regulations and do not pose
any safety and environmental threats for
users and the public at large;
• A level playing field/fair competition on
the market;
• Safeguard the coherence of the European
regulatory framework.
However, whereas consumer goods benefit
from well-organised and efficient market
surveillance, capital goods (pumps) suffer from
a certain lack of focus. Market surveillance
tends to be more reactive (eg, following an
accident) than preventative.
For this reason Orgalime – the pan
European Electrical and Mechanical
Engineering Industry Association – suggests
that the key elements of an effective market
surveillance strategy to safeguard the
competitiveness and interests of market
segments like the pump sector should include:
• Allocation of sufficient resources (both
financial and staff) to market surveillance
authorities so they can actively control
compliance of product and machinery
entering the European market;
• The setting up of a common CommissionMember States co-operation platform under
Regulation 765/2008/EC, with an industry

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol53/iss1/1

•

•

advisory forum for preparing Europe-wide
targeted campaigns focusing on certain
products or product categories with a view
to achieving maximum effectiveness with
limited resources. The decision on the areas
to be selected would be made after
consultation with stakeholders, including
the industry affected by non-compliant
products (in this instance pumps);
A better coordination of market surveillance
and harmonisation of enforcement practices
(eg, a common approach to risk assessment)
with colleagues in other EU member states.
It is of the utmost importance to enhance
mutual confidence, avoid double checks,
and maximise the use of human resources
for multiple and intelligent market
surveillance activities;
The establishment of close relations
between market surveillance and customs
authorities: all customs officials should
receive training to help them identify
potentially non-compliant products (eg,
by making use of the manufacturer’s
declaration of conformity, as requested
for all harmonised products);
The implementation of actions as early as
possible in the supply chain. The earlier the
products are checked in the supply chain,
the less damage they cause on the market
if they are not compliant. This should apply
first of all to imported goods;
Setting up an agreement between the EU
member states to meet a set of essential
requirements for efficient Europe-wide
market surveillance. This requires
deterrent sanctions against
rogue traders (eg, fines,
destruction of noncompliant goods
at the responsible market
operator’s expenses).
Sanctions should also
be considered against
conformity assessment

•

•

•

•

bodies (eg, economic or related to
accreditation), if necessary;
The Commission to finance, within the
framework of the European structural
funds, assistance to member states whose
geographic or economic conditions place
them in a weaker position to fight against
illegal trade and unlawful imports from
abroad. This is especially true for countries
with maritime ports, where 90% of the goods
imported into the EU transit every day;
Cooperation with colleagues outside the
European Union. Close cooperation between
all authorities involved in customs controls
and market surveillance from the main EU
trade partners, and in particular EU
neighbours, is necessary to ensure that
most imported products are compliant;
Internal coordination at national level
across the various authorities involved in
the enforcement of different legal
requirements (health and safety,
environment, energy efficiency) because
machinery often has to comply with various
types of regulatory requirements;
Increased awareness among market
operators about the working methods and
actions through a European awareness
campaign (including awareness about the
obligations related to the affixing of the
CE marking and about sanctions in case of
non-compliance). Economic players should
be encouraged to inform authorities about
non-compliance. ■

More than
20% of all the
power used
by motors in
Europe is
used to drive
pumps
Brian Huxley, Executive
Director, British Pump
Manufacturers Association

”
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H O W CA N
EFFICIENCY
WORK EVEN

HARDER

Lowara ecocirc and ecocirc PREMIUM the
revolutionary highly efficient circulators
for Domestic heating with the simple and
shaftless spherical motor design and patent
anti block technology.
No Common shaft seals, bearings eliminated
No back bearing
Directly interchangable with other models
Self realigning ultra-hard ceramic ball bearing
Only one moving part
thermal barrier
Automatic air purge function
No special tools rquired
For more information on how Xylem can
help you, please visit www.lowara.ie

Xylem Water Solutions Ireland Limited
Tel. (+353) 01 4524444

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2014
lowara.ireland@xyleminc.com

www.lowara.ie
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ALPHA2
TAKES EFFICIENCY
TO THE NEXT LEVEL
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INDUSTRY LEADING ENERGY EFFICIENCY
Choose the next generation of energy efficient pumps whatever
the requirements of your customers’ systems. The unique
ALPHA2 with Grundfos AUTOADAPT ensures extremely efficient
performance and already exceeds the EuP requirements for 2015
with its EEI (Energy Efficiency Index) of 0.15*. With efficiency
like this it’s time to demand more.

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2014

149371_Heating_2013_EFFICIENCY_ad_master.indd 2

Learn more: moderncomfort.grundfos.com or join us at
facebook.com/grundfosforinstallers

* EuP legislation now requires standalone circulators have an EEI of 0.27 and
by 2015 these requirements are increased to an EEI of 0.23.
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Exciting new product
ranges from Potterton
Baxi Potterton Myson has introduced a new domestic boiler range that is
available in two models – the Potterton Profile System and Potterton Profile

Heat Only. This latest incarnation of the Profile brand builds on a 30-year plus
heritage that began with the Neta Heat Profile, was followed by the Profile
Plus, and then the Profile Prima. “These boilers represent an excellent
opportunity for the trade to generate new business”, says Vincent Broderick,
Sales Director, Baxi Potterton Myson, “and will be supported by an exciting
new promotional package to be unveiled over the coming weeks”.
Efficient and reliable, both models are
easy to install and maintain, the Potterton Profile’s
light and compact design making it easy to handle
and to fit into almost any space. The optional
natural gas to LPG kits give installers the
opportunity to offer this high-efficiency boiler range
to their customers, even in off-mains gas areas.
The Potterton Profile’s controls make it easy for
installers when it comes to fitting and they’re also
simple for consumers to use, thanks to an easy-tounderstand display.
Full details of the new Potterton Profle range
are contained in a brochure that is available

directly from Baxi Poterton Myson while the sales
team can also be contacted for further information.
Brief details of both ranges are as follows:
Potterton Profile System
Outputs: 18kW, 24kW and 30kW;
Modern aesthetic design;
5-year parts and labour warranty;
Wall mounted frame for easy installation and
optional stand-off frame for upward piping;
• Flexible flue arrangements;
• Optional time and temperature controls
including a built-in digital timer;

•
•
•
•

Interpart ErP pumps
Baxi Potterton Myson has also introduced a new
range of quality-assured, high-efficiency,
Interpart central heating pumps that are ErP
compliant and competitively priced.
Features and benfits include:
• Available in 5cm and 6cm;
• Standard 1.5” hydraulic fixing;
• Fixed/proportional/auto mode;
• Quick-fit electrical connection;
• Low power consumption;
• Digital display with automatic and night
modes;
• BSI approved;
• 2-year warranty.

•
•

Optional LPG kit;
Front facing system pressure gauge.

Potterton Profile Heat Only
Outputs:18kW, 24kW and 30kW;
Compact size;
Lightweight;
Simple to use;
Wall mounted frame for easy installation;
Flexible flue arrangements;
5-year parts and labour warranty;
Optional time and temperature controls;
Optional LPG kit.
Contact: Baxi Potterton Myson.
Tel: 01 – 459 0870; email: sales@potterton-myson.ie;
www.potterton-myson.ie ■

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The new Potterton Profile System and
Potterton Profile Heat Only boliers.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol53/iss1/1
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Pumping Technology

Your ErP Choice is

New legislation applicable to all types of pumps known as the
ErP (Energy related Products) or Ecodesign directive came into
force in 2013. Make sure you’re compliant with the directive by

Eurofluid
HANDLING SYSTEMS LTD.

Unit 12 Westway Centre, Ballymount Avenue.
Walkinstown, Dublin 12
Tel: 01 - 460 0352/353 Fax: 01 – 450 7634
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2014
Email: info@euro-fluid@com www.euro-fluid.com
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What has ErP done for
us so far? … asks Wilo
This time last year everyone in building services, and
especially those in the pump sector, prepared for the
implementation of the EU’s ErP Directive and wondered
what impact it would have on the way pumps were
specified and installed. People also wondered if it would
make the desired dent in emissions across Europe, and
help Governments to reach their targets for energy
efficiency and emissions reductions.
The EU Commission estimates
that inefficient heating system small circulators
alone are responsible for about a 20% share
of household energy bills. Removing them and
replacing them with intelligent circulators
could save as much as €2.2 billion a year by
2020 across the 27 European member states.
This is the equivalent to the total annual
electricity consumption of Ireland.
Twelve months on it is worth reflecting and
seeing exactly what effect the changes have
had here in Ireland, and seeing whether there
has been any noticeable change in the way
people think and act.
The measure of a glandless pump’s energy
efficiency level has changed and is now the
Energy Efficiency Index (EEI). The current
limit EEI value of glandless circulating pumps
installed outside the heat generator is defined
as 0.27. From August 2015, the EEI limit value
will be reduced to 0.23. This will also apply
to glandless circulation pumps, designed to
operate in newly-installed heat generators
or solar thermal systems. In the last
implementation stage starting from 2020,
the regulations will also apply to the
replacement of integrated pumps in
existing heat generators.
High-efficiency pumps available from Wilo
are “future-proofed”, meaning they already
fulfil all the requirements of three EU
regulations from the European ErP (Eco-design)
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol53/iss1/1

manufacturers began to see their high
efficiency pump sales accelerate. Although the
concept of life-cycle costs was not new in
January 2013, it was a concept that became
very important after it. The additional costs
that follow the development of exciting new
technology – in this case the vastly-improved
electronics and the arrival of electronicallycommutated motors (ECMs) – were justified by
the life-cycle costs of the new high efficiency,
more expensive pumps and the
huge savings possible. Over a 10 or 15-year
operational time span, the savings would pay
for the increased capital cost of the pump at
the outset many times over.
Despite genuine concerns about the ongoing availability of non-ErP compliant pumps,
the arrival of the EU ErP Directive has clearly
begun to make significant inroads in the
energy consumption and carbon emission
figures. There’s a long way still to go to
achieve the targets being demanded but the
age of the energy efficient pump generation
is very much here.
Contact: Wilo Ireland. Tel: 01 – 426 0000;
061 – 227 566; email: sales@wilo.ie;
www.wilo.ie ■

Wilo Stratos high-efficiency pump

Directive. Wilo introduced the first ever high
efficiency pump as long ago as 2001. So, high
efficiency pumps were available long before
the ErP Directive arrived.
That said, prior to legislation coming in there
was always one major encumbrance – the cost.
However ethically correct it might have been
to select and install high efficiency pumps from
an energy use or CO2 emission reduction point
of view prior to January 2013, most selections
were made purely on the basis of cost.
Most manufacturers, Wilo included, had
developed new highly energy efficient pumps,
but they still had standard efficiency products
in their portfolios which did the job well, could
often be cheaper and were, more often than
not, specified because the capital cost was less.
With EU/ErP leglislation implementation in
January 2013, Wilo and other pump

Wilo Stratos Giga high-efficiency pump
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Eurofluid ErP
compliance with
Smedegaard
Eurofluid Handling Systems, now in
its 25th year of business, has a wealth
of pump industry experience and technical
know-how. It is constantly evolving, offering
its customers the latest, most efficient,
technologies in both heating and hot water.
At Eurofluid Handling Systems the emphasis is on
quality of service and that, more than anything else, entails listening to
and understanding precisely what the end-user requirement is, and then
working closely with the consultant and contractor to devise the most
appropriate, high-performing and cost-effective solution for the client.
This quality of service is matched by the quality of the product
portfolio. Eurofluid deals exclusively with market-leading brands and
has strong partnership agreements with a number of manufacturers,
a typical case in point being Smedegaard.
Founded in 1942, Smedegaard is the longest-established pump
manufacturer in Europe, and is part of the giant KSB group which had
a turnover of €2.2billion in 2012.
Eurofluid has direct access to the vast reservoir of experience,
knowledge and technical know-how this represents, not just with
Smedegaard-branded products, but also with the Smedegaardproduced Europak inverter-controlled booster set range that is
specifically manufactured for the Irish marketplace to a specification
devised by Eurofluid.
Features and benefits standard across the entire Europak range,
from entry level models right up to the top-end units, include:

Europak packaged
plant room

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2014

EUROPAK
Inverter-controlled booster sets

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

WRAS approved;
Flow rates up to 160l/s;
Pressure up to 15 bar;
Single, twin and multiple pump sets;
Built-in dry run protection;
Pump mounted inverters;
Anti-surge soft start;
All are ErP Regulation compliant and also conform with various
other national and international quality marks. Indeed, many of the
products now coming on stream from Smedegaard are also futureproofed in that they comply with the the requirements of legislation
yet to be enacted. An example is the new Magneta light commercial/
commercial pump range featuring magnetic motors, speed control
and the newly-developed Eco Mode.
Other products within the Eurofluid range include:
• Boilers, fully condensing and with exchangers in 316 stainless steel;
• Fire hose reel booster packages;
• Pressurisation packages;
• Heat exchanger packages;
• Direct fired water heaters;
• Air and dirt (+hydraulic) separators;
• Calorifiers and buffer tanks.
There is a growing requirement in the marketplace for off-site
Packaged Plant Room (PPR) manufacturing. Euroflud is to the forefront
in the manufacture of such integrated portable PPRs incorporating
some or all of the above plant items. The advantages are:
• Compact design;
• Factory-build quality;
• Greater site safety;
• High productivity;
• Improved deployment of site labour;
• Customised build to any specification.
Contact: Bernard Costelloe, Eurofluid Handling Systems.
Tel: 460 0352; email: info@euro-fluid.com;
www.euro-fluid.com ■
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Lowara ecocirc
wins ‘Best Product
of Year’ Award
Following its introduction last
year the Lowara ecocirc from
Xylem Water Solutions Ireland won
the “Best Product of the Year 2013”
award at the prestigious Plus X Award
ceremony. The award win completed a
highly-successful period for Xylem with the
Lowara ecocirc already scooping a Plus X
Award for innovation, high-quality and
functionality, and the also “Best HVAC
Marketing campaign 2013 in Germany.”

Following the success of the
ecocirc, Xylem has now introduced the Lowara
ecocirc Premium. This model can reduce
electricity costs by up to 90% compared with
traditional fixed three-speed pumps, and delivers
a pay-back period of just two to three years.
It also includes a universal plug so the pump
can be integrated into any heating system, and
is also easy to operate with one control knob for
its automatic air purging mode. Holding the
button for just five seconds on the lowest
setting will initiate a cycle, regardless of the
control mode, which clears the pump of air
effectively. After the air purging cycle has
finished the pump will automatically revert
to the previously-set control mode and the
original set performance level.
As with its predecessor, the Lowara
ecocirc Premium boasts a market-leading,
electronically-commutated, spherical motor
which has only one moving component – the
impeller/rotor unit. This means that the pump
can perform to its maximum capabilities after
any period of inactivity.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol53/iss1/1

The circulator also features Xylem’s unique
“anti-block technology” which completely
separates the main flow of the transferred liquid
from the permanent magnetic parts, meaning
the pump will never be susceptible to blockages
from magnetite or sludge.
The Lowara ecocirc Premium is also ErP
compliant and future-proofed in that it meets
the criteria set out under the 2015 changes
to the Directive.
Terry Murray, Sales Manager, Xylem Water
Solutions Ireland, told Building Services News:

“The ability to monitor readings such as
power consumption, head and flow rate is an
important requirement for many customers.
As such, the ecocirc Premium allows end users
to experience the same reliable levels of
performance as our original ecocirc basic
models but with the added display and
monitoring capabilities.”
Features and benefits of ecorirc Premium
include:
• No common shaft seals, bearings eliminated;
• No back bearing;
• Directly interchangable with other models;
• Self-realigning ultra-hard ceramic ball
bearing;
• Only one moving part;
• Thermal barrier;
• Automatic air purge function;
• No special tools required.
For more information on how Xylem can
help, visit www.lowara.ie
Contact: Xylem Water Solutions Ireland.
Tel: 01 – 452 4444;
email: lowara.ireland@xyleminc.com ■
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IPFMA NEWS

IPFMA members’ survey
An independent, detailed members’ survey was undertaken by Onside Marketing
late last year and a draw for an iPad was held for those who completed the survey on time.
The survey results showed that training and CPD, together with access to expert content,
are the aspects considered most important for members when joining. Members voted that
networking and professional recognition are the most valued features of membership.
It also found that eight out of 10 IPFMA members hold membership for more than one
year with strong loyalty to membership. The survey showed that the IPFMA brand is strongest
in terms of the professionalism with which it is run, and the people involved. Thus, a key
challenge is to seek new ways to enhance perception of innovation and new developments.
It is very positive to note that 93% of members are likely to continue their membership in
2014 and that 60% of members are likely to attend a key IPFMA event in the coming year.
The IPFMA members’ survey also showed that seven out of 10 members consider IPFMA
credentials when recruiting new industry staff, with over one in 10 believing IPFMA
credentials to be very important.
Providing key market news and information, as well as video, were the two areas of most
interest to members.

Planned preventative maintenance
Planned preventative maintenance continues to be a key consideration
for IPFMA members so not surprisingly 45 delegates attended a recent CPD presented
by Stephen Scott of Scott Murphy Charted Building Surveyors and Hugh Parry of Parry
Dougan Associates on the
subject.
Planned preventative
maintenance kicked off the
2014 IPFMA Skillnet schedule
of programmes on Friday,
January 31, followed by Fire
Safety in Apartment Buildings
on Thursday, February 13.
Contact: Emma Pluck, IPFMA
Pictured are delegates attending the recent
Skillnet Network Manager at
CPD on planned preventative maintenance
epluck@ipfma.com

Vincent Hickey, IPFMA Chairman, presenting
iPad winner Wolfgang Schnittger of
Schnittger Property Management in
Greystones, with his prize.

IFPMA Annual
Members Lunch 2014
The popular IPFMA Annual Members
Lunch will be held on Friday, February 21 at the
Shelbourne Hotel. Guest speakers for the event
are Jason McAteer, the well-known and highlyrespected sports personality, and Des Cahill,
sports broadcaster and media personality.
The event is always well attended and is an
excellent networking opportunity.
Further details and booking: www.ipfma.com

Fixed charge receiverships seminar to
take place in April
The IPFMA Skillnet has scheduled an evening seminar to take place on
Thursday, April 3 next. Paul Batho from NARA, the professional association
of Property & Fixed Charge Receivers in the UK, will be the principal
speaker at the event.
More imformation at www.ipfma.com
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2014

IPFMA Annual Members’ Lunch guest
speakers Des Cahill and Jason McAteer
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AIR CONDITIONING AND REFRIGERATION

F Gas revisions ‘compromise agreement’
means product and market development
can now proceed
Mike Nankivell has worked in the HVAC industry
for some 43 years and has chaired the ACRIB F Gas
Implementation Group since 2006. As its name suggests,
the group was formed by the Air Conditioning and
Refrigeration Industry Board (ACRIB) in the UK to help
implement the original F Gas Regulation but was retained
during the review process to ensure that the broadest
industry position was officially represented to the
Commission and other authorities.
Mike is also President of the Heating, Ventilation and
Air Conditioning Manufacturer’s Association (HEVAC),
and Vice-President of the Heat Pump Association (HPA).
Both HEVAC and the HPA operate under the umbrella of
the Federation of Environmental Trade Associations (FETA)
of which Mike is Chairman.
In his day job Mike is Marketing & Business Development
Director of Space Airconditioning plc, an official
independent Daikin Distributor. He can be contacted at
mnankivell@spaceair.co.uk

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol53/iss1/1

Further to the compromise agreement
reached on the revision of the F Gas
Regulation just before Christmas between
industry and the European Commission and
Parliament, Building Services News asked
Mike Nankivell, Chairman of the ACRIB F Gas
Implementation Group (in the UK), for an
update on the situation as is currently stands.
Mike is ideally placed to give an authoritative
review of this complex area given his vast
industry experience and the multi-faceted
nature of the many high-profile positions
he currently holds (see left).
ACRIB, on behalf of UK trade associations and professional
institutes, has welcomed the news that the European Commission
and Parliament reached a compromise agreement on the revision of
the F Gas Regulation at the end of 2013. Although the precise details
of the phase downs, bans and other changes have not yet been
released publicly and are still subject to ratification, the importance
of the agreement is that it will allow legislators to move forward
and provide certainty for the industry.
With many end-users already facing difficult decisions about
replacing R22 equipment and trying to decide on the best long-term
solution for new equipment, a clear position from the EU on future
availability of HFC refrigerants has got to be a good thing. Had no
decision been reached we could have faced a further two years of
uncertainty in which many important investment plans could have
been put on hold, the stimulation of the heat pump market seriously
compromised, and end-users attempting to extend the use of old
R22 plant beyond the reasonable life of the system.
A controlled phase down of HFCs and limited bans on
specific applications – where cost-effective, proven and
energy efficient alternatives are known to be available – is
a sensible approach. It will allow the industry to continue
to use the most appropriate refrigerant for the application
in terms of efficiency, safety, cost and availability in both
existing situations and when selecting new equipment.
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The timescales will allow for improving our knowledge and skills
in the use of alternative refrigerants, particularly those still under
development. Other aspects of the regulation such as creating a
recycled market for HFCs up until 2030 and encouraging greater
legal responsibility of suppliers are also welcomed.

Summary of outcomes of the compromise
– New requirements on containment, use, recovery and
destruction of HFCs, as well as possible changes to future
training and certification;
– A gradual HFC cap and phase-down from a base of 2009 - 2012
down to 21% by 2030.
– Bans on the use of certain HFCs with higher GWPs in some new
equipment such as domestic refrigerators (by 2015), commercial
refrigeration (by 2020/2022), and low-charge split system air
conditioning (by 2025);

I am satisfied that the outcome of
the Trilogue process is the best the
industry could have hoped for given
that there were some difficult
compromises to be made

”

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2014
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– Restrictions on placing on the market certain products
containing or designed to contain F gases;
– Some restrictions on servicing and maintenance of equipment
using HFCs;
– Proposed date of entry into force of 1 January 2015.
I am satisfied that the outcome of the Trilogue process is the best
the industry could have hoped for given that there were some
difficult compromises to be made. Although still subject to a legal
check on the text and final endorsement through a vote in the
European Parliament’s ENVI Committee and Plenary Session in the
first quarter of 2014, the agreement will provide the regulatory
certainty in the refrigeration, air conditioning and heat pump
markets, which is so absolutely vital.
It also represents a consensus on a series of proposals that will
not only meet the EC's GHG emission reduction targets, but also
justifies the consistent message that the ACRIB F Gas Group has
maintained throughout its close involvement in the review process.
ACRIB met as a Board on 15 January to discuss the next steps
and will be seeking further meetings with relevant UK Government
Departments to share industry responses and determine the best
approach towards disseminating the new requirements.
Meanwhile, we in the F Gas Implementation Group will continue
to work with all interested parties to ensure awareness and offer
technical advice on the impact of changes to the Regulation, once
confirmed. We will also ask the Department for Environment, Food
& Rural Affairs (DEFRA) to hold an industry stakeholder meeting to
explain the process of their implementation as the details of new
requirements are finalised over the next few months. ■
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Hitachi – engineering
excellence, naturally!
Hitachi’s range of innovative heating and cooling products for
home, commercial and industrial applications are skilfully
engineered for seasonal efficiency. Equipped with a range of
flexible and energy-saving features, there’s a solution for every
situation, along with a 5-year warranty.
Quality, innovation and compliance
with relevant national and European
regulations epitomise the entire product
portfolio, while the level of technical
support, design assistance and after-sales
service provided is of an equally high calibre.
Such is the diverse scope and extent of
the various ranges it would be impossible
to detail them all in the space available here.
However, what follows is a brief taste of what
Hitachi Air Conditioning has to offer the Irish
marketplace. The full range can be viewed
at www.hitachiaircon.com and
www.hitachiheating.com
Room air conditioners
Compact, stylish designs with high seasonal
efficiency and low noise, Hitachi’s range of
room air conditioning products is designed
to complement the interior of any residential
or commercial space. The range includes the
S-Series premium wall mounted unit, which
is one of the most energy efficient products
on the market.
System Free
Hitachi’s unique System Free concept means
indoor units can be combined with outdoor
units from either Utopia Splits or Set Free VRF
ranges, simplifying the process of creating a
bespoke solution for each customer. With over
100 unit combinations – all fully compatible
with Hitachi’s own H-LINK II, CS Net Web
central control system as well as integration
with all leading BMS protocols – there’s a unit
combination to suit any application. System
Free indoor units are also compatible with
Hitachi’s KPI Active ventilation system, which

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol53/iss1/1

automatically adjusts the temperature and
humidity of incoming fresh air to match the
indoor environment.
Utopia IVX
Hitachi’s Utopia IVX Centrifugal units can be
installed indoors with field-supplied ductwork,
making it ideal where installations have to be
hidden or where circumstances do not allow
for the use of traditional styled outdoor units.
In addition, the expanded range of Utopia
split systems includes entry-level Utopia ES,
Utopia IVX Comfort and Utopia IVX Premium
which offers high seasonal efficiencies and
all the benefits of VRF at a much lower cost.
Included is individual control of each indoor
unit with an increased number of twin, triple
and quad combinations, in addition to
excellent part-load efficiency.
A new generation of Utopia products
will launch in March, along with updated
Hi-Toolkit selection software for business.

5kW output, making them highly economical
for heating and domestic hot water and
reduce CO2 emissions by up to 70%.
The Yutaki family of air source heat pumps
includes the award-winning Yutaki-M
monobloc, the Yutaki-S split, the high
temperature Yutaki-S80 split – which
generates water at up to 80oC - and the
Yutampo domestic hot water system. A brand
new floor-standing model, Yutaki-S Combi,
will be launched in April, which will include
an integrated domestic hot water tank.
Samurai chillers
The Samurai range of chillers offers worldrenowned reliability and incorporates the
latest developments in screw compressor
technology for excellent partial load
performance. Equipped with inverter-driven
fans and intelligent control system for
optimum seasonal efficiency, Samurai RCMEAH is highly effective, even at partial load.
Other models within the Samurai range
include condenserless cooling only or heat
pump, and a hi-efficiency, air cooled cooling
only unit. New products are being added to
the current line up from April, along with a
new release of Hitachi’s Hi-ToolKit for Industry
selection software.
Contact: Fergus Daly, Area Sales Manager,
Hitachi Ireland. Tel: 01- 216 4406;
Mobile: 087 – 277 9405;
email: fergus.daly@hitachi-eu.com ■

Set Free FSXNH modular
Hitachi’s Set Free FSXN and FSXNH VRF offer
2-pipe heat pump or 3-pipe heat recovery
from a single unit to adapt to changing
customer requirements. Outdoor units are
lightweight and modular and, when combined
with long piping runs and improved height
difference, Set Free VRF meets any design
brief. A new model – FSXNHE – will expand
the range when it launches in March.
Yutaki air source heat pumps
Cheaper to install than ground-source heat
pumps, Hitachi’s air source heat pumps
convert 1kW consumption into an impressive
New Yutaki-S Combi heat pump
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Central air handling units

innovation, quality and customisation

39HQ
Unit A6, Centre Point Business Park, Oak Road, Clondalkin, Dublin 22
Tel: 01 - 409 8912; Fax: 01 - 409 8916; email: info@coreac.com
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2014

www.coreac.com
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Core goes
continental!
In recent years building services companies have had to
be resourceful and imaginative in devising new ways to
win business, not just in Ireland, but also abroad. This
applies to product suppliers, consultants and contractors
alike. Individually, some have been more successful than
others, but the greatest success appears to have come
from partnerships between all the various disciplines.
Core Air Conditioning has been
particularly successful in this regard.
Through a close working relationship
with a handful of leading contractors
and consultants, Core has become part
of a team providing the air comfort
requirements for the ever-expanding
European branch network of a
leading Irish retailer.
Underpinning this success
is not just the quality

and performance of the products, but also
the quality of the technical support and
after-sales service provided.
Air handling is a major part of many of
the projects concerned and Carrier’s 39HQ
Airovision is a customised air
handling range which is
suitable for any
application with

units designed for indoor, outdoor, vertical,
ceiling mounting and stacked installations.
It is available in a large selection of sizes
and arrangements.
Modular in construction, Airovision
can be fully customised to provide the
required performance for applications as
diverse as leisure and event complexes,
theatres, museums, libraries, offices,
shopping centres, supermarkets,
department stores and educational
establishments. It is also suitable for
health care projects, and in industries
with stringent hygiene requirements.
Apart from excellent air quality, the
Airovision range also delivers reductions
in the energy required to cool, heat,
humidify and supply the conditioned air.
Special new casings encompass only
high-quality components, including filters,
heat recovery systems, fan assemblies,
cooling and heating coils, humidifiers
and attenuators.
Features and benefits include the
following:
Long operating life
• Filter frames made of stainless steel;
• Cooling coils with integrated stainless
steel drain pan and plastic droplet
eliminator housed in an aluminium
frame;
• No condensation in the panels thanks
to the special panel design and frame
detail;
• Fully painted internally and externally
as standard;
• Aluminium dampers.
Low maintenance costs
• Various inspection options with
generously-sized access doors;
• Completely smooth inside surfaces;
• Filters easily removable;
• Droplet eliminator after the cooling coil
easily removable.

The 39 HQ AiroVision air
handling units from Carrier feature
rigid construction, high corrosion
resistance, easy maintenance and
high-quality built-in components.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol53/iss1/1

Optimal energy efficiency
• Special sorption heat recovery wheels
for optimised recovery of heat, cold and
humidity;
• High-efficiency centrifugal fan.
Contact: Austin McDermott,
Core Air Conditioning. Tel: 01 – 409 8912;
email: austin@coreac.com ■
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LG’s Multi V IV
goes beyondd
the standard
nddarrd
HiPOR IN COMPRESSOR
ACTIVE REFRIGERANT CONTROL
VARIABLE HEAT EXCHANGER CIRCUIT
SMART OIL RETURN
30% MORE EFFICIENT
INDUSTRY LEADING LONG PIPE RUNS (1000m)
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David Kelly wins
National Skills Award
Congratulations to David Kelly who won the 2014 National
Skills Competition in Refrigeration & Air Conditioning at CIT
Cork in December 2013. He was up against stiff competition
in the 3-day event, vying with five competitors from across
the country to construct a freezer plant with hot gas defrost,
including a re-evaporator and control system.

David works with Kelly
Refrigeration & Air Conditioning Ltd
who are based in Tramore, Co
Waterford. This is a family-run
business operating since 1981 and
is one of the most successful
refrigeration and air conditioning
companies in the south east.
The combined engineering
expertise within the company
represents more than 100 years
with third generation Kelly family
members now part of the workforce.
The comprehensive range of
services provided includes design,

supply and installation across
everything from process and airconditioning plants in large
multinational facilities through
to retail, hospitality and leisure
businesses.
Kelly Refrigeration & Air
Conditioning has a long association
with leading market players,
including GT Phelan, who were the
first to congratulate David on his
recent success.
To find out more about David’s
achievement you can contact him at
Tel: 051 – 381 280;
email: kellyac@iol.ie ■

Left: Dr Brendan
J Muphy, President
CIT, presenting
David Kelly with
his trophy in the
company of
Councillor Catherine
Clancy, Lord Mayor
of Cork.

Perfect comms rooms solutions from Toshiba
The Toshiba range of tall floor standing
units from GT Phelan – with their high air flow
rates and superior air throw values – are the
perfect solution for the comms room
environment.
As with most comms rooms, free standing
storage racks are the preferred method of
housing the hardware and therefore these
units can provide the cooling precisely where
it is required.
The wide automatic vertical and horoizontal
air distribution angles permit the distribution
of the flow in large rooms. The units also have
a very small footprint – 0.128m2 up to 8kW
and 0.243m2 up to 16kW.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol53/iss1/1

There is a wide air distribution angle of up to
150º with high air flows from 18pl/s to 600l/s
(660m3/h to 2160m3/h).
As the cooling capacities range from 4.5kW
to 16kW, these units are also suitable for a wide
range of other applications, including retail.
In addition, these units can be integrated with
the Toshiba Digital and Toshiba Super Digital
Inverter ranges.
Contact: Derek Phelan, GT Phelan.
Tel: 01 – 2884377; email: derek@gtphelan.ie;
www.gtphelan.ie ■
Left: Toshiba tall floor standing unit available
from GT Phelan
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DWG unveils
LG’s Multi V IV
Further to the very successful roadshow held late last
year, DWG intends to raise its profile still further
throughout 2014. Plans include another roadshow
taking in Dublin and Cork, training seminars in Dublin
and at suppliers training centres abroad, the
introduction of new products, the addition of new
brands, some exciting sales incentives for customers,
and the opening of a new branch in Cork.
“We’ve noticed a very definite market
upturn”, says DWG Director Mark Kiely,
“and we are ideally positoned to help our
extensive customer base satisfy that
growing need, and benefit from the
business it represents.
“We have an exciting programme
planned for the coming year and I’m
confident that it will strengthen the
partnership we enjoy with our existing
suppliers and customers, and result in new
trading relationships.
“We represent the full spectrum of
products and accessories across the air
conditioning and refrigeration sector with
everything we carry coming from marketleading brands and the industry’s
foremost innovators. Despite the strength
of the current portfolio we’re constantly
looking to improve it and will have some
key announcements over the coming 12
months.”
To that end a major development at
DWG is confirmation that the company is
the official distributor for Ireland of the
entire LG air conditioning portfilio. LG has
had a limited presence in the Irish
marketplace over the years but DWG
intends to raise its profile considerably,
and to capture significant market share in
the process.

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2014

The diversity and extent of the product
range is massive but DWG will hold
sufficient ex-stock quantities to ensure
same day delivery in the Dublin area, and
next day delivery throughout the rest of
the country. In addition, the top 200
spares will be held in stock at all times.
New products abound within the LG
portfolio and these will be
gradually introduced,
beginning this month with
the new Multi V IV VRF
system. There are four key
elements in an effective
VRF system and they are

33

the compressor; the heat exchanger; the
oil and the refrigerant.
LG’s Multi V IV employs cutting-edge
technologies in all of these areas making
for a 30% more efficient unit than the
previous model, reduced weight, and a
wide range of connecting indoor units,
including the Artcool gallery wall mount.
Further reinforcing the quality of the
service provided is Matt Bailie, DWG’s
dedicated LG Technical Sales representative
for Ireland. Matt provides sales and
technical support across the entire range,
while installers can also access a direct
technical support line with their queries.
There are also plans for CPD-rated LG
seminars throughout the year, and the
industry will also notice the new LGbranded van arriving at various sites over
the coming months.
Looking to the future Mark Kiely is
confident that the marketplace has turned
for the better and that the sentiment and
mood across all industry sectors is one of
cautious optimism.
Contact: Matt Bailie, DWG.
Tel: 087 – 990 5314;
email: matt@dwgasco.ie; www.dwgasco.ie
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Panasonic offers full
range of ac products
With more than 50 years of experience,
exports to more than 120 countries around the
world and 100 million compressors already
produced, Panasonic is one of the leaders in the
air conditioning sector. It has developed a full
range of products for both the commercial and
residential markets, brief details of which are:

Residential
Panasonic’s new and improved Etherea airconditioning unit incorporates the revolutionary
air-purifying and filtering system, Nanoe-G. Using
nano-technology, fine e-ion particles are released
by the system, which de-activate 99% of airborne
bacteria and viruses. The filter’s indoor unit ensures
fast cleaning of the air, neutralising odours to give
a more pleasant and healthy home environment.
Further improving the existing Etherea unit,
Panasonic has enhanced its highly-intelligent
sensor, ECONAVI, by adding the new temperature
wave. The unique temperature wave, which is
patented by Panasonic, continuously adjusts the
temperature in the room using a complex
algorithm, which reduces consumption while
maintaining comfort. The latest model has
achieved the grade A++, making this line-up
one the best in the market. This unit can also

run in extreme temperatures at -15ºC in heating
mode and -10ºC in cooling mode.

Commercial
Panasonic is dedicated to the development of VRF
technology which delivers excellence in
sustainability, energy efficiency and performance,
providing the market with modern and stylish
products for commercial applications.
“Our latest developments
in the Panasonic ECOi
and GHP ranges offer
great examples of
this approach”,
says Vincent
Mahony, Panasonic
Ireland, “and we have also
just launched a new software
programme to ease ECOi VRF
specification. This combination of product
range and specification solutions provides
contractors and consultants working on VRF
projects with the innovation and choice they need
to maximise success in the market.”
The new 3-pipe ECOi MF2 series from Panasonic
is specifically designed for energy saving and high
efficiency performance. With a wide choice of

The new Panasonic ECOi 3-pipe MF2 Series is specially designed for energy saving and
high-efficiency performance.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol53/iss1/1

outdoor and indoor units, this series is ideal for the
most demanding of offices and large buildings. The
new ECOi 3-pipe is one of the most advanced VRF
systems available. Not only does it offer highefficiency and performance, its sophisticated
design makes installation and maintenance
much easier.
The PACi Elite is part of Panasonic’s latest lineup of commercial air conditioning units. Joining
the standard PACi System, the Elite models are
designed for high-demand applications, making
them more energy-efficient than ever before. The
line-up includes wall-mounted systems, cassettes
in two sizes (90cm by 90cm and 60cm by 60cm),
and ducted models with varying static pressure

The award-winning Panasonic
range of cassettes are smaller, shallower and
lighter than previous models.

levels. In addition, there are also connectivity
options including air handling units and superefficient air curtains.
The future for Panasonic’s GHP range is the
revolutionary ECO G High Power gas driven VRF
air conditioning system, the first European VRF
system to supply heating and cooling while cogenerating hot water and electrical power. The
ECO G High Power is fitted with a permanent
magnet, non-bearing type generator for increased
efficiency. It has a high-performance generator
with convertor that provides enough power to
run the outdoor unit’s condensor fan motors,
cooling water pump and solenoids.
The 20HP model provides 56kW cooling or
63kW heating. In addition, the unit has the
capacity to generate 22kW of hot water.
Contact: Vincent Mahony, Panasonic Ireland.
Tel: 01 – 413 5311; Mobile: 087 – 969 4221;
email: vincent.mahony@eu.panasonic.com ■
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Discover smart
energy solutions
at the SEAI
Energy Show 2014
The Sustainable Energy Authority of Ireland’s
(SEAI) Energy Show 2014 takes place at the RDS
in Dublin on Wednesday
and Thursday, 12/13
March next. The annual
two-day business event,
which sees more than
150 companies exhibit
at the Show, is the key
energy showcase in the
Irish calendar – a must for those who want to be
up to speed on the latest energy saving solutions.
Now in its 14th year, the Energy Show
will feature a trade exhibition presenting
leading suppliers of sustainable energy
products and services for businesses. As in
previous years, the Show will also feature
seminars where professionals can learn
how to maximise energy savings for their
organisation, whether in the commercial,
industrial or public sectors.
This year, the seminars will include
a master-class in managing building
operations in a sustainable way, facilitated
by the Chartered Institution of Building
Insulation application
demonstration
underway in
the Retrofit
Skills Area

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2014

Services Engineers (CIBSE) and DIT. This
master-class will look at leading-edge
practices that achieve the cost-optimal
balance between the investments involved
and the energy costs saved.
Another practical seminar will look at
“Free Energy Through Innovative Heat
Recovery Practices”. Many industries are
now seeking to improve their energy
performance by tackling more technicallychallenging energy efficiency upgrades and
one area generating a lot of interest at the
moment is heat recovery. Whether looking
at service or process upgrades, the evidence
is that there are significant benefits to be
gained from the application of heat
recovery. These include cost savings, more
sustainable business practices and improved
competitiveness. Further detail on seminars
is available at www.seai.ie/energyshow.
The Energy Show has grown in recent
years to include many features such as live
retrofit demonstrations, networking
opportunities with international markets,

Minister Pat Rabbitte speaking at last
year’s Energy Show

and the Product of the Show Awards.
This year’s Show will see an extended best
practice skills area to include heating,
ventilation and heat recovery technologies,
as well as insulation solutions.
Visitors will also have access to even
more international markets with scheduled
networking sessions with France, Britain,
Spain, Portugal, Denmark, Poland, Canada,
China, Israel and Argentina.
Many free side-events will also be held
at the Energy Show, including sessions on
energy financing for SMEs; SEAI supports
under the National Energy Services
Framework; an international perspective on
Smart Grid in Ireland; technical workshops
on heat pumps; and seminars on social
media for business.
Seminar places must be pre-booked
in advance with a limited number of
spaces available.
For further details on SEAI’s Energy
Show 2014, and all related events, visit
www.seai.ie/energyshow ■
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It’s a

Funny
old world

Anyone for ice cream?
Clean rooms and comms are easy – not so a mobile
ice cream parlour mounted on a tractor chassis!
Over the years John Kelly and
the team at Kelly Refrigeration
& Air Conditioning, based in
Tramore, Co Waterford, have
carried out some unusual and
challenging projects that
called for fresh thinking and
innovative solutions. However,
when asked to convert a
standard single-head ice
cream machine to operate off
the engine of a vintage tractor
you could forgive them for
thinking it was a practical
joke. But it was not.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol53/iss1/1

The story began when locally-based
John Kent of John Kent Engineering
approached John Kelly to design and
build a fully-functional mobile ice cream
“parlour” – mounted on the chassis of the
tractor – so it could be safely used to
provide ice cream across the wide expanse
of the beach in Tramore.
As the photo clearly illustrates, John
Kent Engineering did a fantastic job on
the bodywork … the question was, could
Kelly Refrigeration & Air Conditioning
provide the means to deliver the ice
cream?
A critical factor was to pre-cool
the ice cream mix carried on board the
tractor, without it rising in temperate
during the day. After a great deal of
deliberation, a single-head Coldelite ice
cream machine was selected, and the
standard compressor removed from

within and then mounted on the back
of the tractor.
The next stage was to size the correct
pulleys to match to the drive shaft so it
would supply the correct RPM’s at the
pump and beater while the tractor’s
engine was in idle mode.
A clutch-driven pulley was fitted to the
compressor which was then mounted
onto the tractor’s engine to provide the
correct speed to produce the required
cooling. To maintain head pressure a highpowered 12-volt condenser fan motor was
fitted to the condenser. The entire system
operates on 404A refrigerant.
A small insulated cabinet was then
installed to hold the day’s supply of ice
cream mix with the required cooling
provided by a remote condensing unit
mounted over the cab of the tractor.
A cooling coil within the cabinet provides
a build up of ice within the cabinet and
this maintains the required temperature
throughout the day.
Finally, a heat exchanger was fitted to
the tractor engine and its own water tank
to provide hot water for the day-to-day
operations.
Hey presto … simple really with a
bit of knowledge, experience and
imagination.
Make mine a 99 please! ■
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P E R F E C T PA RT N E R S

THE PERFECT COMMS
ROOM SOLUTION
The Toshiba tall floor standing unit, with high air flow
rates and superior air throw values, makes it a
perfect solution for the comms room environment.
As with most comms rooms free standing storage
racks is the preferred method of housing the
hardware. Therefore this unit puts the cooling where
it is required.
The wide automatic vertical and horizontal air
distribution angles permits the distribution of the
flow in large rooms. With a small footprint; 0.128m²
up to 8kW and 0.243m² up to 16kW.
High air flows from 180l/s to 600l/s (660 m³/h to 2160
m³/h). With a wide air distribution angle of up to 150º
A cooling capacity range from 4.5kW to 16kW make
this unit suitable for a wide choice of other
applications such as retail.

TOSHIBA

are pleased to announce the integration of
these units to the Digital and Super Digital Inverter range.

For further information contact:

GT Phelan
Tel: 01 286 4377
Email: info@gtphelan.ie
www.gtphelan.ie
Published
by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2014
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LOOKING
FOR HIGH
EFFICIENCY?

ECOi 2 way and 3 way is the best option for your buildings
· Highly efﬁcient even at temperatures as low as -25°C
· Most efﬁcient solution on the market in more than 77% of combinations
· Compact design and easy to install
· Connects to wide range of remote controls, centralized controls and web interfaces
· Innovative defrosting process creates maximum comfort avoiding cold air ﬂow in indoor units
· Unique discharge air temperature control to avoid too low supplied air temperatures
· Discharge air temperature control to provide maximum comfort
· Designed for easy maintenance and quick commissioning
· Panasonic’s New Advanced VRF Software with AutoCAD® compatibility makes design easier than ever
Easy

control
by BMS
CONNECTIVITY

Energy
saving

Environmentally

Possible
to use on

Easy

refrigerant

Down to
-25 ºC in
heating mode

R22 pipings

control
by BMS

R410A

OUTDOOR
TEMPERATURE

R22 RENEWAL

CONNECTIVITY

friendly

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol53/iss1/1

* ECOi 3 way, A+ full load on the 8HP

www.panasonic.ie/aircon

At Panasonic we know what a great responsibility it is to install heating and cooling systems...
we design systems to make your buildings work efﬁciently.
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